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Introduction	
	

The	United	States	government’s	reaction	to	the	terrorist	attacks	of	September	11,	
2001	led	to	dramatic	increases	in	Pentagon	funding	and	revenues	for	weapons	contractors.		
While	the	costs	and	consequences	of	America’s	war	policies	of	the	twenty-first	century	
have	been	well-documented,	the	question	of	who	has	profited	from	this	approach	has	
received	less	attention.	Corporations	large	and	small	have	been,	by	far,	the	largest	
beneficiaries	of	the	post-9/11	surge	in	military	spending.	Since	the	start	of	the	war	in	
Afghanistan,	Pentagon	spending	has	totaled	over	$14	trillion,	one-third	to	one-half	of	which	
went	to	defense	contractors.2	Some	of	these	corporations	earned	profits	that	are	widely	
considered	legitimate.	Other	profits	were	the	consequence	of	questionable	or	corrupt	
business	practices	that	amount	to	waste,	fraud,	abuse,	price-gouging	or	profiteering.	
	

The	Pentagon’s	increasing	reliance	on	private	contractors	in	the	post-9/11	period	
raises	multiple	questions	of	accountability,	transparency,	and	effectiveness.	This	is	
problematic	because	privatizing	key	functions	can	reduce	the	U.S.	military’s	control	of	
activities	that	occur	in	war	zones	while	increasing	risks	of	waste,	fraud	and	abuse.		
Additionally,	that	the	waging	of	war	is	a	source	of	profits	can	contradict	the	goal	of	having	
the	U.S.	lead	with	diplomacy	in	seeking	to	resolve	conflicts.	More	broadly,	the	outsized	
influence	of	defense	contractors	has	resulted	in	a	growing	militarization	of	American	
                                                        
1	William	D.	Hartung	is	the	director	of	the	Arms	and	Security	Program	at	the	Center	for	International	Policy.		
The	author	would	like	to	thank	the	Colombe	Foundation	and	the	Arca	Foundation	for	their	support	of	the	
program’s	work	on	Pentagon	spending	and	the	global	arms	trade.	He	would	also	like	to	thank	Will	Smith,	
Aditi	Bawa,	and	Taylor	Giorno	for	research	assistance	in	the	production	of	this	paper.	
2	 Calculation	based	on	figures	from	“National	Defense	Budget	Estimates	for	FY	2021,”	(2020).	U.S.	
Department	of	Defense,	Office	of	the	Under	Secretary	of	Defense	(Comptroller),	
https://comptroller.defense.gov/Portals/45/Documents/defbudget/fy2021/FY21_Green_Book.pdf	;“Defense	
Primer:	Department	of	Defense	Contractors.”	(2021).	Congressional	Research	Service.	
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/IF/IF10600.	
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society.	This	is	manifested	in	everything	from	the	Pentagon’s	receipt	of	the	lion’s	share	of	
the	federal	discretionary	budget—more	than	half—to	the	supply	of	excess	military	
equipment	to	state	and	local	law	enforcement	agencies.3	
	
	 This	report	reviews	the	major	sources	of	corporate	profit	tied	to	America’s	post-
9/11	wars,	as	well	as	other	factors	driving	the	enormous	surge	in	military	spending	during	
the	first	two	decades	of	this	century,	including	the	growth	in	the	global	arms	trade,	the	
recent	focus	on	construing	China	as	a	threat,	and	large	Pentagon	budgets.	
	
The	Post-9/11	Spending	Surge	
	
	 The	political	climate	created	by	the	“Global	War	on	Terror”	(GWOT),	as	it	was	
referred	to	in	the	early	2000s,	set	the	stage	for	large	increases	in	the	Pentagon	budget,	
much	of	which	went	to	military	contractors.	This	spending	surge	included	increases	in	the	
base	budget—the	portion	of	the	budget	not	strictly	related	to	ongoing	conflicts—as	well	as	
trillions	in	spending	on	the	U.S.’	post-9/11	wars.	The	base	budget	is	relevant	to	sustaining	a	
large	military	with	global	reach,	including	over	800	overseas	military	bases,	and	massive	
nuclear	weapons	capacity.4	The	increases	in	the	base	budget	have	been	over	and	above	the	
$2	trillion	in	direct	costs	of	the	wars	themselves	that	were	expended	through	the	
Pentagon’s	Overseas	Contingency	Operations	(OCO)	account.5	

	
The	Pentagon	budget—the	base	budget	plus	the	OCO	account—increased	by	over	10	

percent	in	the	first	year	after	the	9/11	attacks	and	the	commencement	of	the	war	in	
Afghanistan.	The	Pentagon	budget	ultimately	increased	year	after	year	for	10	years	
running,	an	unprecedented	occurrence	in	U.S.	history.	Pentagon	spending	peaked	in	2010	
at	the	highest	level	since	World	War	II—over	$800	billion	in	2021	dollars.6		This	figure	was	
substantially	more	than	the	U.S.	spent	on	its	military	at	the	height	of	the	Korean	or	Vietnam	
Wars	or	the	Reagan	buildup	of	the	1980s.7		
	
	
	
	
	
                                                        
3	See	National	Priorities	Project,	(2020).	“The	Militarized	Budget	2020,”	
https://www.nationalpriorities.org/analysis/2020/militarized-budget-2020/.	
4		See	David	Vine.	(2015).	“Where	in	the	World	Is	the	U.S.	Military,”	Politico	Magazine,	
https://www.politico.com/magazine/story/2015/06/us-military-bases-around-the-world-119321/.	
5	Neta	C.	Crawford.	(2020).	“United	States	Budgetary	Costs	and	Obligations	of	Post-9/11	Wars	Through	FY	
2020,”	Costs	of	War	Project,	
https://watson.brown.edu/costsofwar/files/cow/imce/papers/2019/US%20Budgetary%20Costs%20of%2
0Wars%20November%202019.pdf.	
6		U.S.	Department	of	Defense,	Office	of	the	Under	Secretary	of	Defense	(Comptroller).	(2020,	April).	National	
Defense	Budget	Estimates	for	FY	2021.	
https://comptroller.defense.gov/Portals/45/Documents/defbudget/fy2021/FY21_Green_Book.pdf.	
7	William	D.	Hartung.;	Ben	Freeman.	(2020).	“Sustainable	Defense:	A	Pentagon	Spending	Plan	for	2021	and	
Beyond,”	Center	for	International	Policy,	https://3ba8a190-62da-4c98-86d2-
893079d87083.usrfiles.com/ugd/3ba8a1_84180a1b3cdf478f8023d8ca96cb682a.pdf. 
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Figure	1.	The	Pentagon	Budget	from	1948-2020	(in	Billions	of	2021	USD)	
	

	
“The	Purse	is	Now	Open”:	The	Post-9/11	Flood	of	Military	Contracts	
	

The	magnitude	of	Pentagon	spending	in	the	wake	of	the	9/11	attacks	was	
remarkable.	The	increase	in	U.S.	military	spending	between	Fiscal	Year	2002	and	Fiscal	
Year	2003	was	more	than	the	entire	military	budget	of	any	other	country,	including	major	
powers	like	China,	Russia,	the	United	Kingdom,	Germany,	and	France.8	And	in	the	new	
political	climate,	increases	in	Pentagon	spending	reached	well	beyond	expenditures	
specifically	tied	to	fighting	the	wars	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan.	As	Harry	Stonecipher,	then	
Vice	President	of	Boeing,	told	The	Wall	Street	Journal	in	October	2001,	“the	purse	is	now	
open	.	.	.	any	member	of	Congress	who	doesn’t	vote	for	the	funds	we	need	to	defend	this	
country	will	be	looking	for	a	new	job	after	next	November.”9	

	
Stonecipher’s	prophesy	of	rapidly	rising	Pentagon	budgets	proved	correct.	Adjusted	

for	inflation,	Pentagon	spending	grew	by	nearly	one-third	from	2001	to	2010.10	Military	
spending	has	come	down	slightly	since	2010,	but	remains	at	historically	high	levels.	The	
Biden	administration’s	latest	proposal	for	spending	on	the	Pentagon	and	related	defense	

                                                        
8	SIPRI	Military	Expenditure	Database,	Stockholm	International	Peace	Research	Institute,	
https://www.sipri.org/databases/milex;	National	Defense	Budget	Estimates	for	FY	2021.		
9	Anne	Marie	Squeo,	Andy	Pasztor.	(2001).	“Pentagon’s	Budget	Becomes	Bullet-proof,”	The	Wall	Street	
Journal.	
10	National	Defense	Budget	Estimates	for	FY	2021.	Figures	include	both	the	Pentagon’s	base	budget	and	the	
Overseas	Contingency	Operations	(OCO)	account. 
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work	like	nuclear	warhead	development	at	the	Department	of	Energy	topped	$753	billion	
for	FY2022.11	

	
Total	Pentagon	expenditures	for	all	purposes	since	Fiscal	Year	2001	have	topped	

$14.1	trillion	(measured	in	2021	dollars).	Of	this	sum,	$4.4	trillion	went	for	weapons	
procurement	and	research	and	development	(R&D),	categories	that	primarily	benefit	
corporate	contractors.	The	remaining	funds	went	to	pay	and	benefits	for	military	and	
civilian	personnel	and	supporting	expenditures	needed	to	operate	and	maintain	the	U.S.	
military.	The	$4.4	trillion	figure	is	a	conservative	estimate	of	the	pool	of	funding	Pentagon	
contractors	have	drawn	from	in	the	two	decades	since	9/11.	The	Pentagon’s	massive	
budget	for	operations	and	maintenance	(O&M)	also	subsidizes	contractors,	but	it	is	harder	
to	determine	what	share	of	this	category	goes	to	private	firms.12	

	
The	benefits	of	the	post-9/11	surge	in	Pentagon	spending	have	been	highly	

concentrated.	One-quarter	to	one-third	of	all	Pentagon	contracts	in	recent	years	have	gone	
to	just	five	major	weapons	contractors:	Lockheed	Martin,	Boeing,	General	Dynamics,	
Raytheon,	and	Northrop	Grumman.	
	

“One-quarter	to	one-third	of	all	Pentagon	contracts	in	recent	
years	have	gone	to	just	five	major	weapons	contractors:	
Lockheed	Martin,	Boeing,	General	Dynamics,	Raytheon,	and	
Northrop	Grumman.”	

	
These	five	companies	received	over	$286	billion	in	contracts	in	Fiscal	Year	2019	and	Fiscal	
Year	2020	alone	(see	Table	1).13	From FY 2001 to FY 2020 these five firms alone split over 
$2.1 trillion in Pentagon contracts (in 2021 dollars).14	To	put	these	figures	in	perspective,	the	
$75	billion	in	Pentagon	contracts	received	by	Lockheed	Martin	in	FY	2020	is	well	over	one	
and	one-half	times	the	entire	budget	for	the	State	Department	and	Agency	for	International	
Development	for	that	year,	which	totaled	$44	billion.15 

	
                                                        
11	Center	for	Arms	Control	and	Nonproliferation.	(2021).	“Fiscal	Year	2022	Defense	Budget	Request	Briefing	
Book,”	https://armscontrolcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/06/FY22-Defense-Budget.pdf.	
12	See	National	Defense	Budget	Estimates	for	FY	2021.	
13	Federal	Procurement	Data	System.	“Top	100	Contractors	Reports,”	
https://sam.gov/reports/awards/static.	
14	Calculated	from	Federal	Procurement	Data	System	top	100	contractor	reports	and	USASpending.gov.	On	
this	point,	see	also	Stephen	Semler,	“The	Top	5	Military	Contractors	Ate	$2	Trillion	During	the	Afghanistan	
War,”	Speaking	Security,	August	23,	2021	https://stephensemler.substack.com/p/the-top-5-military-
contractors-ate;	and	Eli	Clifton,	“Top	Defense	Firms	Spent	$1B	on	Lobbying	During	Afghan	War,	Saw	$2T	
Return,”	Responsible	Statecraft,	September	2,	2021,	https://responsiblestatecraft.org/2021/09/02/top-
defense-firms-see-2t-return-on-1b-investment-in-afghan-war/.	
15	U.S.	Department	of	State.	“Congressional	Budget	Justification:	Department	of	State,	Foreign	Operations,	and	
Related	Programs,	Fiscal	Year	2021,”	https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/FY-2021-CBJ-
Final.pdf.	
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Table	1.	Pentagon	Prime	Contracts	Issued	to	the	Top	Five	Weapons	Contractors	
Fiscal	Year	2019	and	Fiscal	Year	2020	(in	$Billions)	
	
	 FY	2019	Awards	

($	Billions)	
FY	2020	Awards	
($Billions)	

Lockheed	Martin	 47.1		 75.2		
Raytheon	 26.3	 27.8	
General	Dynamics	 16.5	 21.8	
Boeing	 15.6	 21.7	
Northrop	Grumman	 14.2	 20.3	
Source:	Federal	Procurement	Data	System	
	
Who	Benefits?	
	
	 As	indicated	in	Table	1,	the	biggest	financial	beneficiaries	of	the	post-9/11	military	
spending	surge	have	been	major	U.S.-based	weapons	contractors.	But	weapons	makers	
were	far	from	the	only	beneficiaries.	Companies	benefiting	from	the	buildup	of	the	past	20	
years	range	from	weapons	manufacturers	like	Raytheon	and	Lockheed	Martin,	to	logistics	
and	reconstruction	firms	like	Kellogg,	Brown	and	Root	(KBR)	and	Bechtel,	to	armed	private	
security	contractors	like	Blackwater	and	Dyncorp.	As	noted	by	Heidi	Peltier	in	her	analysis	
of	the	“camo	economy,”	roughly	half	of	the	Pentagon	budget—$370	billion	in	2019—went	
to	military	contractors,	for	both	war-related	and	ongoing	peacetime	activities.16	The	
Congressional	Research	Service	estimates	that	in	FY2020,	the	spending	for	contractors	
grew	to	$420	billion—well	over	half	of	the	total	Pentagon	budget.17	
	
Three	Ways	to	Profit	
	
	 Companies	profit	from	a	war	economy	in	at	least	three	ways:	logistics	and	
reconstruction,	private	security	contracting,	and	supplying	weapons.	As	demonstrated	
below,	numerous	companies	took	advantage	of	wartime	conditions—which	require	speed	
of	delivery	and	often	involve	less	rigorous	oversight—to	overcharge	the	government	or	
engage	in	outright	fraud.	
	
Logistics	and	Reconstruction			
	

The	first	way	contractors	have	profited	from	the	post-9/11	wars	is	through	logistics	
and	reconstruction	work	in	the	war	zones.	The	chaos	of	war,	the	lack	of	adequate	
government	oversight,	and	the	sheer	volume	of	funds	poured	into	the	reconstruction	effort	

                                                        
16	Heidi	Peltier.	(2020).	“The	Growth	of	the	‘Camo	Economy’	and	the	Commercialization	of	the	Post-9/11	
Wars,”	Costs	of	War	Project.	
https://watson.brown.edu/costsofwar/files/cow/imce/papers/2020/Peltier%202020%20-
%20Growth%20of%20Camo%20Economy%20-%20June%2030%202020%20-%20FINAL.pdf.	
17	“Defense	Primer:	Department	of	Defense	Contractors.”	(2021).	
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/IF/IF10600.	
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in	a	short	time	frame	all	contributed	to	an	environment	that	enabled	massive	waste,	fraud	
and	abuse	in	the	reconstruction	efforts	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan.	

	
The	best	known	reconstruction	and	logistics	contractor	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan	is	

Halliburton,	through	its	Kellogg,	Brown	and	Root	(KBR)	subsidiary.18	At	the	outset	of	the	
two	wars,	Halliburton	was	the	recipient	of	the	Pentagon’s	Logistics	Civil	Augmentation	
Program	(LOGCAP)	contract,	an	open-ended	arrangement	that	involved	coordinating	a	
wide	array	of	support	functions	for	troops	in	the	field,	from	setting	up	military	bases,	to	
maintaining	equipment,	to	providing	food	and	laundry	services.19	Halliburton’s	Pentagon	
contracts	grew	more	than	tenfold	from	FY2002	to	FY2006	on	the	strength	of	its	contracts	
to	rebuild	Iraq’s	oil	infrastructure	and	provide	logistical	support	for	U.S.	troops	in	Iraq	and	
Afghanistan.20	By	August	2008	the	company	had	received	over	$30	billion	for	work	under	
the	LOGCAP	contract.21		

	
At	the	outset,	Halliburton’s	role	was	controversial,	drawing	considerable	criticism	in	

the	press,	from	independent	analysts,	and	from	key	members	of	Congress.	The	notion	of	
privatizing	logistics	was	initiated	by	Dick	Cheney	when	he	served	as	secretary	of	defense	in	
the	George	Herbert	Walker	Bush	administration	in	the	early	1990s.	An	August	2000	essay	
in	Mother	Jones	described	the	conflict	of	interest	involved	in	contracting	out	wartime	
support	services:	“In	1992,”	it	said,	“the	Pentagon,	then	under	Cheney’s	direction,	paid	
Texas-based	Brown	and	Root	Services	$3.9	million	to	produce	a	classified	report	detailing	
how	private	companies—like	itself—could	help	provide	logistics	for	American	troops	in	
potential	war	zones	around	the	world.”22	Cheney	went	on	to	serve	as	the	CEO	of	
Halliburton,	the	corporate	parent	of	Kellogg,	Brown	and	Root,	up	until	the	point	that	he	
became	the	Vice-President	in	the	George	W.	Bush	administration	in	2001.	Cheney	had	stock	
holdings	in	the	company	worth	$46	million,	and	as	late	as	2002	he	received	$162,000	in	
deferred	compensation	from	the	company.23	Cheney’s	journey	from	the	government	to	
Halliburton	and	back	was	a	classic	case	of	the	revolving	door	between	the	Pentagon	and	the	
defense	industry,	with	all	the	real	and	potential	conflicts-of-interest	that	entails.	
	

                                                        
18	“Halliburton,	KBR	Split	Up.”	(2007).		https://www.reuters.com/article/us-halliburton-kbr/halliburton-kbr-
split-up-idUSN0523848520070405.	KBR	has	continued	to	receive	Army	support	contracts	for	work	in	Iraq	
and	Afghanistan	after	its	separation	from	Halliburton.		See	“KBR	Wins	Three	LOGCAP	V	Contracts	to	Continue	
Legacy	of	Supporting	U.S.	Troops.”	(2019).		https://www.kbr.com/en/insights-events/press-release/kbr-
wins-three-logcap-v-contracts-continue-legacy-supporting-us.	
19	“Halliburton	Wins	Logistics	Civil	Augmentation	Contract	from	U.S.	Army.”(2001).	
https://ir.halliburton.com/news-releases/news-release-details/halliburton-kbr-wins-logistics-civil-
augmentation-contract-us.		
20	“100	Companies	Receiving	the	Largest	Dollar	Volume	of	Prime	Contract	Awards,”	Department	of	Technical	
Information	Center.	
21	April	G.	Stephenson.	(2009).	“Testimony	of	April	G.	Stephenson,”	
https://cybercemetery.unt.edu/archive/cwc/20110930004915/http:/www.wartimecontracting.gov/images
/download/documents/hearings/20090504/Stephenson_DCAA_testimony_5-4-09.pdf.	
22	Robert	Bryce.	(2000).	“Cheney’s	Multi-Million	Dollar	Revolving	Door,”	Mother	Jones,	
https://www.motherjones.com/politics/2000/08/cheneys-multi-million-dollar-revolving-door/.	
23	T.	Christian	Miller.	(2006).	“Blood	Money:	Wasted	Billions,	Lost	Lives	and	Corporate	Greed	in	Iraq,”	(pp.	77-	
79).	Little	Brown	and	Company.	
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Halliburton’s	performance	was	another	major	source	of	criticism,	as	it	was	found	to	
be	dramatically	overcharging	for	basic	services	and	doing	faulty	work	that	put	U.S.	troops	
at	risk.	It	was	far	from	the	only	company	engaged	in	such	activities,	however.	

	
Starting	in	2004,	a	year	into	the	Iraq	war,	the	Special	Inspector	General	for	Iraq	

Reconstruction	(SIGIR)—a	congressionally	mandated	body	designed	to	root	out	waste,	
fraud	and	abuse—and	Congressional	watchdogs	like	Rep.	Henry	Waxman	(D-CA)	exposed	
scores	of	examples	of	overcharges,	shoddy	construction,	and	outright	theft	by	contractors	
engaged	in	the	rebuilding	of	Iraq,	but	relatively	few	companies	suffered	significant	financial	
or	criminal	consequences	for	what	can	only	be	described	as	war	profiteering—taking	
advantage	of	the	less	rigorous	oversight	that	obtained	under	wartime	conditions	to	
overcharge	the	government,	including	by	engaging	in	criminal	conduct.24	An	additional	
problem	is	that	U.S.	contractors	too	often	failed	to	make	local	residents	integral	to	
rebuilding	projects,	undermining	the	sustainability	of	these	projects	once	the	contractors	
left	the	scene.	The	Commission	on	Wartime	Contracting	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan	estimated	
that	waste,	fraud	and	abuse	in	the	two	war	zones	as	of	2011	had	totaled	$31	billion	to	$60	
billion.25		

	
A	few	examples	of	wasteful	spending	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan	give	a	sense	of	how	

business	was	conducted	throughout	the	war	period.	In	Iraq,	one	of	the	early	scandals	
involved	overcharging	for	fuel	supplied	to	U.S.	forces	by	Kellogg,	Brown	and	Root.		In	a	
December	2003	report—less	than	a	year	into	the	war—the	Defense	Contract	Audit	Agency	
(DCAA)	documented	“tens	of	millions”	in	overcharges	by	KBR,	including	charging	more	
than	twice	what	other	suppliers	were	charging	for	fuel.26		
	

KBR’s	fuel	overcharges	were	followed	a	few	years	later	by	similar	price	gouging	by	a	
firm	called	International	Oil	Trading	Company	(IOTC),	which	received	contracts	worth	$2.7	
billion	from	the	Defense	Logistics	Agency	(DLA).	An	investigation	by	Rep.	Henry	Waxman	
(D-CA),	chair	of	the	House	Government	Oversight	and	Reform	Committee,	found	that	the	
firm	had	routinely	overcharged	the	Pentagon	for	fuel	it	brought	into	Iraq,	making	over	
$200	million	in	profits	on	sales	of	$1.4	billion	during	the	period	from	2004	to	2008,	over	a	
third	of	which	allegedly	went	to	its	owner	Harry	Sargeant	III,	who	also	served	as	the	
finance	chairman	of	the	Florida	Republican	Party.		Waxman	summarized	the	situation	as	
follows:	“The	documents	show	that	Mr.	Sargeant’s	company	took	advantage	of	U.S.	

                                                        
24	See:	“Special	Inspector	General	for	Iraq	Reconstruction,”	UNT	Digital	Libraries,		
https://digital.library.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metadc270765/;	Democratic	Policy	Committee	(2005).	
“Oversight	Hearing	on	Waste,	Fraud	and	Abuse	in	U.S.	Government	Contracting	in	Iraq,”	Democratic	Policy	
Committee,	https://www.dpc.senate.gov/dpchearing.cfm?h=hearing19.	
25	Commission	on	Wartime	Contracting	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan.	(2011).	“Transforming	Wartime	Contracting:	
Controlling	Costs,	Reducing	Risks,”	
https://cybercemetery.unt.edu/archive/cwc/20110929213922/http://www.wartimecontracting.gov/docs/
CWC_FinalReport-highres.pdf.	
26	Douglas	Jehl.	(2003).	“Pentagon	Finds	Halliburton	Overcharged	on	Iraq	Contracts,”	New	York	Times,	
https://www.nytimes.com/2003/12/11/international/middleeast/pentagon-finds-halliburton-overcharged-
on-iraq.html.	
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taxpayers.	His	company	had	the	only	license	to	transport	fuel	through	Jordan,	so	he	could	
get	away	with	charging	exorbitant	prices.	I’ve	never	seen	another	situation	like	this.”27		

	
Cost	overruns	and	poor	performance	characterized	much	of	the	work	involved	in	

rebuilding	Iraq.	Large	U.S.	firms	like	Parsons	and	Bechtel	were	cited	for	inadequate	and	
incomplete	work	on	scores	of	projects	involving	everything	from	water	projects	to	building	
schools	and	health	clinics.28	According	to	a	September	2006	New	York	Times	account	of	an	
investigation	by	the	Special	Inspector	General	for	Iraq	Reconstruction,	13	of	14	projects	
carried	out	by	Parsons	in	Iraq	were	“substandard,	with	construction	deficiencies	and	other	
serious	problems.”	One	of	the	projects	involved	the	construction	of	a	police	college	in	
Baghdad	where	“plumbing	work	was	so	poor	that	the	pipes	burst,	dumping	urine	and	fecal	
matter	throughout	the	college’s	buildings.”29		
	

A	particularly	egregious	case	of	shoddy	work	that	had	tragic	human	consequences	
involved	the	electrocution	of	at	least	eighteen	military	personnel	in	several	bases	in	Iraq	
beginning	in	2004	due	to	faulty	electrical	installations,	some	of	which	were	done	by	KBR	
and	its	subcontractors.	An	investigation	by	the	Pentagon’s	Inspector	General	found	that	
commanders	in	the	field	had	“failed	to	ensure	that	renovations…	had	been	properly	done,	
the	Army	did	not	set	standards	for	jobs	or	contractors,	and	KBR	did	not	ground	electrical	
equipment	it	installed	at	the	facility.”30		
	

Finally,	the	2008	death	of	Staff	Sgt.	Ryan	Maseth,	a	Green	Beret	who	was	
electrocuted	while	showering	in	Iraq,	brought	Congressional	and	public	attention	to	the	
issue.	While	KBR	had	inspected	the	building	that	Maseth	died	in	and	found	“serious	
electrical	problems”	almost	a	year	before	his	electrocution,	KBR	did	not	fix	the	identified	
problems.	Notably,	KBR’s	contract	did	not	require	“fixing	potential	hazards.”31	A	former	
KBR	electrician	accused	other	KBR	contractors	of	falsifying	documents	to	make	it	appear	
that	they	had	fixed	the	previously	identified	grounding	issues.	Another	former	KBR	
electrician	testified	to	the	Senate	that	KBR	used	untrained	or	inexperienced	electricians	to	
do	electrical	work	at	a	lower	rate	while	billing	the	U.S.	government	at	the	same	rate	used	
for	experienced	electricians.	Lastly,	in	July	2008,	a	KBR	electrician	testified	that	the	DoD	
had	no	oversight	system	for	the	electrical	work,	even	after	soldiers	had	been	
electrocuted.32		
	
                                                        
27	James	Glanz.;	Michael	Luo.	(2008).	“G.O.P.	Donor	Is	Accused	of	Overcharging	Pentagon,”	New	York	Times,	
https://www.nytimes.com/2008/10/17/world/middleeast/17fuel.html.	
28	James	Glanz.	(2007).	“Bechtel	Meets	Goals	on	Fewer	Than	Half	of	Its	Iraq	Rebuilding	Projects,	U.S.	Study	
Finds,”	New	York	Times,	https://www.nytimes.com/2007/07/26/world/middleeast/26reconstruct.html.	
29	James	Glanz.	(2006).	“Congress	Is	Told	of	Failures	of	Rebuilding	Work	in	Iraq,”	New	York	Times,	
https://www.nytimes.com/2006/09/29/world/middleeast/29contracts.html.	
30	Scott	Bronstein.	(2009).	“’Multiple’	Failures	Led	to	Iraq	Electrocution,	Pentagon	Says,”	CNN.com,	
https://www.cnn.com/2009/US/07/27/military.electrocutions/.		
31	Abbie	Boudreau.;	Scott	Bronstein.	(2008).	“Green	Beret	Electrocuted	in	Shower	on	Iraq	Base,”	CNN.com,	
https://www.cnn.com/2008/US/05/28/soldier.electrocutions/index.html.	
32	Senate	Democratic	Policy	Committee.	(2008).	“Major	Findings:	DPC	Oversight	Hearings	on	Waste,	Fraud	
and	Corruption	in	Iraq,”	DPC	Special	Report.	https://www.dpc.senate.gov/dpcdoc.cfm?doc_name=sr-110-2-
140.	
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KBR	also	profited	from	overcharges	on	food	services	for	U.S.	troops	in	Iraq.	Building	
dining	facilities	and	providing	meals	at	approximately	60	bases	throughout	Iraq	made	up	a	
significant	portion	of	KBR’s	massive	LOGCAP	contract.	In	a	May	2009	testimony	before	the	
Commission	on	Wartime	Contracting,	the	Director	of	the	Defense	Contract	Audit	Agency	
(DCAA)	testified	that	after	auditing	$1.2	billion	of	Dining	Facility	Costs	(DFAC)	from	the	
KBR	contract,	the	DCAA	“took	exception”	to	approximately	$352	million	of	the	total	costs.33		
DCAA	Director	April	Stephenson	stated	that	the	main	reason	for	these	“exceptions”	was	
KBR’s	practice	of	billing	the	U.S.	for	many	meals	that	were	not	actually	provided.	A	DCAA	
Audit	found	that	the	number	of	meals	KBR	charged	the	government	for	could	have	been	up	
to	36	percent	greater	than	the	accurate	number.34	By	February	of	2004,	KBR	was	forced	to	
refund	the	U.S.	for	$27.4	million	of	“potential	over-billings”	at	dining	facilities	in	Iraq	and	
Kuwait.35		
	

KBR	relied	heavily	on	subcontractors,	often	in	efforts	to	increase	profits,	at	times	
through	illegal	maneuvers.	The	Commission	on	Wartime	Contracting	reported	that	KBR	
managers	received	kickbacks	from	a	Kuwaiti	subcontractor	that	was	then	awarded	$700	
million	worth	of	additional	dining	facility	subcontracts	from	KBR.36	
	

Box	1.	Custer	Battles:	“Playing	the	Chaos”	
	

	 Smaller	firms	also	benefited	from	the	chaotic	atmosphere	that	prevailed	in	Iraq	
during	the	early	years	of	the	U.S.	occupation.	One	such	company	was	Custer	Battles,	a	firm	
that	had	contracts	to	guard	the	Baghdad	airport	and	to	collect	the	old	Iraqi	currency—the	
dinar—so	it	could	be	destroyed.	The	principals	in	the	firm	had	no	experience	in	airport	
security	and	had	never	received	a	government	contract.	They	had	been	the	low	bidders	on	
the	airport	contract	and	promised	to	get	started	more	quickly	than	larger,	more	established	
companies.	But	an	Army	inspection	of	their	operations	found	that	they	had	hired	security	
guards	with	no	prior	training,	hired	no	translators	who	spoke	Arabic,	and	acquired	no	
security	dogs	to	detect	explosives.	They	also	lived	in	luxury	compared	to	U.S.	military	
personnel,	as	noted	by	T.	Christian	Miller	of	the	Los	Angeles	Times,	who	later	went	on	to	
write	a	book	about	the	reconstruction	effort	entitled	Blood	Money:	Wasted	Billions,	Lost	
Lives,	and	Corporate	Greed	in	Iraq:	“At	a	time	when	U.S.	soldiers	were	still	living	in	tents,	
Custer	Battles	had	built	a	pool,	installed	air	conditioning,	and	set	up	a	wireless	internet		
connection	for	themselves.	They	could	afford	to,	with	the	government	shoveling	money	at	
them.”37		
	

Custer	Battles’	brief	career	in	government	contracting	came	to	an	end	when	a	
consultant	to	the	firm	found	a	spreadsheet	that	documented	gross	overcharges,	the	
                                                        
33	April	G.	Stephenson	2009.	
34	Sharon	Weinberger.	(2011).	“Military	Logistics:	The	$37	Billion	(Non)	Competition,”	Wired,	
https://www.wired.com/2011/08/military-logistics-the-37-billion-noncompetition/.	
35	“Halliburton	to	Refund	$27	Million	for	Meals.”	(2004).	CNN	
https://www.cnn.com/2004/WORLD/meast/02/03/sprj.nirq.halliburton/index.html.		
36	Commission	on	Wartime	Contracting	(p.	79).	
37	T.	Christian	Miller.	(2006).	“Blood	Money:	Wasted	Billions,	Lost	Lives	and	Corporate	Greed	in	Iraq,”	(pp.	77-
79).	Little	Brown	and	Company.	
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provision	of	fake	leases	and	bills	for	reimbursement	by	the	U.S.	government,	and	the	use	of	
false	front	companies	to	carry	out	its	fraudulent	activities.	The	Pentagon	barred	the	
company	from	receiving	additional	government	contracts	and	fined	it	$10,000—far	less	
than	it	earned	from	its	Iraq	reconstruction	contracts.	For	example,	the	CEO	of	the	company	
was	paying	himself	$3	million	per	year	during	the	period	during	which	it	was	receiving	
contracts	in	Iraq.38		
	
	 The	Afghan	reconstruction	process	also	provided	ample	examples	of	fraud,	waste,	
and	abuse.	Examples	include	a	U.S.-appointed	economic	task	force	that	spent	$43	million	
on	a	gas	station	that	was	never	used,	another	$150	million	on	lavish	living	quarters	for	U.S.	
economic	advisors,	and	$3	million	for	patrol	boats	for	the	Afghan	police	that	were	also	
never	used.39	Perhaps	most	disturbingly,	a	Congressional	investigation	found	that	a	
significant	portion	of	$2	billion	worth	of	transportation	contracts	to	U.S.	and	Afghan	firms	
ended	up	as	kickbacks	to	warlords,	police	officials,	or	payments	to	the	Taliban,	sometimes	
as	much	as	$1,500	per	truck,	or	up	to	half	a	million	dollars	for	each	large	convoy	of	300	
trucks.	In	2009	then	Secretary	of	State	Hillary	Clinton	stated	that	“one	of	the	major	sources	
of	funding	for	the	Taliban	is	the	protection	money”	paid	from	U.S.	transportation	
contracts.40	
	
	 As	was	the	case	with	Halliburton’s	KBR	unit	in	Iraq,	a	number	of	companies	cashed	
in	on	food	services	for	troops	in	Afghanistan	through	fraudulent	overcharges.		In	2019,	
fraud	charges	against	three	former	executives	of	Anham	resulted	in	a	$45	million	
settlement	with	the	U.S.	Government.	Anham	is	a	Dubai-based	logistics	company	that	had	
been	the	primary	food	and	water	supplier	of	the	U.S.	military	in	Afghanistan.	The	Justice	
Department	charged	three	Anham	executives	in	2018	“with	two	counts	of	major	fraud,	one	
count	of	conspiracy	to	violate	the	restrictions	on	doing	business	with	Iran,	four	counts	of	
substantive	violations	of	those	restrictions,	and	one	count	of	conspiracy	to	commit	
international	money	laundering.”41	They	were	accused	of	creating	a	“Potemkin	Village”	
                                                        
38	T.	Christian	Miller	(pp.	174,	184). 
39	Christian	Davenport.	(2011).	“How	the	Pentagon	Spent	$43	Million	on	a	Single	Gas	Station,”	The	
Washington	Post,	https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/checkpoint/wp/2015/11/02/how-the-pentagon-
spent-43-million-on-a-single-gas-station/;	John	F.	Sopko.	(2016).		“DOD	Task	Force	for	Business	and	Stability	
Operations	In	Afghanistan:	Review	of	Selected	Expenditures	Highlights	Serious	Management	and	Oversight	
Problems,”	(pp.	11-15).	https://www.sigar.mil/pdf/testimony/SIGAR-16-29-TY.pdf;	Kevin	Sieff.;	Christian	
Davenport.	(2014).	“U.S.	Spent	$3	Million	on	Boats	for	Aghanistan	That	Were	Never	Used,	Inspector	General	
Says,”	The	Washington	Post,	https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/economy/us-spent-3-million-on-
boats-that-were-never-used-ig-says/2014/06/12/3c257f32-f242-11e3-9ebc-
2ee6f81ed217_story.html?itid=lk_inline_manual_13.	
40	Nick	Schifrin.	(2010).	“Report:	U.S.	Bribes	to	Protect	Convoys	Are	Funding	Taliban	Insurgents,”	
ABCNews.com,	https://abcnews.go.com/WN/Afghanistan/united-states-military-funding-taliban-
afghanistan/story?id=10980527;	Report	of	the	Majority	Staff,	Rep.	John	F.	Tierney,	Chair.	(2010).	
Subcommittee	on	National	Security	and	Foreign	Affairs,	Committee	on	Government	Oversight,	U.S.	House	of	
Representatives,	“Warlord,	Inc.:	Extortion	and	Corruption	Along	the	U.S.	Supply	Chain	in	Afghanistan,”	
https://www.cbsnews.com/htdocs/pdf/HNT_Report.pdf.	
41	U.S.	Department	of	Justice.	(2018).	“Three	Senior	Executives	at	Defense	Contracting	Firms	Charged	With	
Scheme	to	Defraud	the	U.S.	Military	in	Connection	with	$8	Billion	Troop	Supply	Contract	and	with	Violating	
the	Iran	Sanctions	Regime,”	https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/three-senior-executives-defense-contracting-
firms-charged-scheme-defraud-us-military.	
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construction	site	in	order	to	overstate	progress	on	a	warehouse	project.	Despite	this,	the	
military	removed	a	suspension	that	had	prevented	Anham	from	applying	for	U.S.	
government	contracts,	thereby	allowing	the	company	to	continue	doing	work	for	the	
Pentagon’s	Defense	Logistics	Agency	(DLA).42	
	

Two	other	contractors	that	have	supplied	the	Defense	Logistics	Agency	also	faced	
serious	allegations	of	fraud.	Supreme	Foodservice	GmbH,	which	was	the	Defense	Logistics	
Agency’s	main	supplier	in	Afghanistan	before	Anham,	“fraudulently	inflated	the	price”	of	
local	market	ready	goods	and	bottled	water.43	Supreme	pleaded	guilty	in	2014	to	major	
fraud	and	paid	almost	$300	million	in	fines.	Notably,	in	2011,	shortly	after	the	Afghan	
government	began	investigating	Supreme	and	a	recently	retired	DLA	director,	Lt.	Gen.	
Robert	T.	Dail,	joined	the	company,	the	DLA	awarded	a	no-bid,	$4	billion	food-supply	
contract	to	Supreme—another	case	of	the	revolving	door	between	the	government	and	
contractors.44	In	fact,	Lt.	Gen.	Dail	awarded	Supreme	the	DLA’s	“New	Contractor	of	the	Year	
Award”	just	a	few	years	before	retiring	from	the	military	and	joining	Supreme.45			
	

In	addition,	the	Department	of	Justice	charged	the	logistics	firm	Agility	(formerly	
known	as	Public	Warehousing	Company,	or	PWC)	with	fraud	in	2010	and	accused	the	
company	and	its	affiliates	of	overcharging	the	U.S.	Army	for	food	that	it	transported	to	Iraq,	
Kuwait,	and	Jordan	under	contracts	worth	$8.5	billion.46	Agility	ultimately	resolved	its	
criminal,	civil,	and	administrative	cases	by	paying	$95	million	to	the	U.S.	government.47	
Maj.	Gen.	Dan	Mongeon,	another	former	director	at	the	DLA,	began	working	at	Agility/PWC	
in	2006	and	is	currently	the	company’s	president.48	
	
	
	

                                                        
42	Aaron	Gregg.	(2019).	“U.S.	Military’s	Afghan	Food	Supplier	Stays	in	the	Picture	Despite	$45	Million	Fraud	
Settlement,”	Washington	Post,	https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/12/12/us-militarys-
afghanistan-food-supplier-keeps-lucrative-contract-after-massive-fraud-settlement/.	
43	U.S.	Department	of	Justice.	(2014).	“Defense	Contractor	Pleads	Guilty	to	Major	Fraud	in	Provision	of	
Supplies	to	U.S.	Troops	in	Afghanistan,”	https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/defense-contractor-pleads-guilty-
major-fraud-provision-supplies-us-troops-afghanistan.	
44	Walter	Pincus.	(2011).	“Agency	Extends	Contract	For	Firm	Whose	Officials	Include	Ex-Director,”	
Washington	Post,	https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-
security/agency_extends_contract_for_firm_whose_officials_include_ex_director/2010/12/29/ABZ43jD_story
.html.	
45	Walter	Pincus.	(2011).	“Agency	Extends	Contract	For	Firm	Whose	Officials	Include	Ex-Director,”	The	
Washington	Post,	https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-
security/agency_extends_contract_for_firm_whose_officials_include_ex_director/2010/12/29/ABZ43jD_story
.html.	
46	Matthew	Bigg.	(2010).	“U.S.	Slaps	New	Fraud	Indictment	on	Kuwait’s	Agility,”	Reuters,	
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-agility-charge/u-s-slaps-new-fraud-indictment-on-kuwaits-agility-
idUSTRE63B5GS20100412.	
47	U.S.	Department	of	Justice.	(2017).	“Defense	Contractor	Resolves	Criminal,	Civil	and	Administrative	
Liability	Related	to	Food	Contracts,”	https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/defense-contractor-resolves-criminal-
civil-and-administrative-liability-related-
food#:~:text=In%20its%20civil%20complaint%2C%20the,pay%2010%20percent%20less%20than.	
48	Dan	Mongeon.	Agility	Defense	and	Government	Services,	https://danmongeon.com/?page_id=209.	
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Private	Security	Contractors	
	
	 The	second	stream	of	revenue	for	corporations	tied	to	the	war	was	for	private	
security	contractors,	some	of	whom	were	involved	in	guarding	U.S.	facilities	and	critical	
infrastructure	like	Iraqi	oil	pipelines.		
	

The	bulk	of	the	contractors	employed	in	the	war	zones—more	than	60	percent—	
were	engaged	in	support	services	such	as	serving	meals,	doing	laundry,	maintaining	and	
repairing	vehicles,	and	transporting	fuel	and	equipment.	Armed	private	security	
contractors	involved	in	activities	such	as	guarding	embassies,	serving	as	bodyguards,	
protecting	oil	pipelines	and	other	infrastructure,	and	training,	were	a	minority	of	total	
contractors	deployed,	peaking	at	about	10,500	in	2011.49	But	the	impact	of	private	security	
contractors	was	far	greater	than	what	those	numbers	might	suggest.	The	use	of	private	
contractors	reduces	transparency	and	accountability	for	what	happens	in	war	zones,	on	
occasion	with	disastrous	results.	The	lack	of	transparency,	with	respect	to	the	activities	of	
private	contractors,	has	been	compounded	by	the	Pentagon’s	2018	decision	to	stop	
reporting	on	the	numbers	of	U.S.	troops	engaged	in	combat	overseas.50 

	
	

“The	lack	of	transparency,	with	respect	to	the	activities	of	
private	contractors,	has	been	compounded	by	the	Pentagon’s	
2018	decision	to	stop	reporting	on	the	numbers	of	U.S.	troops	
engaged	in	combat	overseas.”51 

	
The	most	notorious	private	security	contractor	was	Blackwater,	several	of	whose	

employees	were	involved	in	the	2007	massacre	of	17	people	in	Baghdad’s	Nisour	Square.		
They	opened	fire	on	civilians	in	a	crowded	intersection	while	guarding	a	U.S.	Embassy	
convoy.	The	attack	prompted	ongoing	legal	and	civil	cases	that	continued	until	the	Trump	
administration,	when	several	perpetrators	of	the	massacre	were	pardoned	by	President	
Trump.52	In	the	wake	of	the	shooting	Blackwater	was	rebranded	several	times,	first	as	XE	
Services	and	then	as	Academii,	and	the	firm	eventually	merged	with	Triple	Canopy,	another	
                                                        
49	Moshe	Schwartz.;	Joyprada	Swain.	(2011).	“Department	of	Defense	Contractors	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan:	
Background	and	Analysis,	Congressional	Research	Service.”	(p.	7).	
50	Tara	Copp.	(2018).	“Pentagon	Strips	Iraq,	Afghanistan,	Syria	Troop	Numbers	From	Web,”	Military	Times,	
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2018/04/09/dod-strips-iraq-afghanistan-syria-troop-
numbers-from-web/.	
51	Tara	Copp.	(2018).	“Pentagon	Strips	Iraq,	Afghanistan,	Syria	Troop	Numbers	From	Web,”	Military	Times,	
https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2018/04/09/dod-strips-iraq-afghanistan-syria-troop-
numbers-from-web/.	
52	Matt	Apuzzo.	(2014).	“Blackwater	Guards	Found	Guilty	in	2007	Iraq	Killings,”	New	York	Times,	
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/	10/23/us/blackwater-verdict.html;	Michael	Safi.	(2020).	“Trump	Pardons	
Blackwater	Contractors	Jailed	for	Massacre	of	Iraqi	Civilians,”	The	Guardian,	
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2020/dec/23/trump-pardons-blackwater-contractors-jailed-for-
massacre-of-iraq-civilians.	
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private	contracting	firm.	Blackwater	founder	Erik	Prince	separated	from	the	company	but	
has	since	been	involved	in	recruiting	private	mercenaries	on	behalf	of	the	United	Arab	
Emirates	for	deployment	to	the	civil	war	in	Libya,	in	violation	of	a	United	Nations	arms	
embargo.53	Prince	also	made	an	unsuccessful	proposal	to	the	Trump	administration	to	
recruit	a	force	of	private	contractors	to	be	the	backbone	of	the	U.S.	war	effort	in	
Afghanistan.54	
	

Another	task	taken	up	by	private	firms	was	interrogation	of	Iraqi	prisoners,	
including	firms	like	Titan	and	CACI	International	that	had	interrogators	and	translators	on	
the	ground	at	Abu	Ghraib,	a	site	where	Iraqi	prisoners	were	brutally	tortured.55	

	
	 In	addition,	a	private	firm,	DynCorp,	had	lucrative	contracts	to	train	the	Iraqi	and	
Afghan	police.	In	2004,	DynCorp	was	awarded	a	$2.5	billion	contract	to	develop	and	train	a	
new	Iraqi	police	force	from	the	State	Department’s	Bureau	of	International	Narcotics	and	
Law	Enforcement	Affairs	(INL).56	By	2009,	over	half	of	DynCorp’s	revenues	were	coming	
from	the	Iraq	and	Afghan	wars.	In	late	2020,	Dyncorp	was	acquired	by	Aumentum.57	
	

Dyncorp’s	work	with	the	Iraqi	police	was	marked	by	corruption	throughout.	For	
example,	in	2016,	the	Department	of	Justice	alleged	that	DynCorp	“knowingly	submitted	
inflated	claims	in	connection	with	a	State	Department	contract	to	train	Iraqi	police	
forces.”58	The	department	announced	in	2020	that	DynCorp	paid	$1.5	million	to	settle	
fraud	allegations	that	stemmed	from	a	scheme	in	which	DynCorp	officials	received	
kickbacks	from	subcontractors	in	return	for	Iraqi	police	training	subcontracts.59	Two	
DynCorp	employees	were	ordered	to	pay	$3.4	million	to	the	U.S.	for	their	participation	in	
the	kickback	scheme.	In	2011,	DynCorp	agreed	to	pay	the	U.S.	$7	million	to	settle	a	False	

                                                        
53		Mark	Mazetti,;	Emily	B.	Hager.	(2011).	“Secret	Desert	Force	Set	Up	By	Blackwater’s	Founder,”	New	York	
Times,	https://www.nytimes.com/2011/05/15/world/middleeast/15prince.html;	Declan	Walsh.	(2021).	
“Erik	Prince,	Trump	Ally,	Violated	Libya	Arms	Embargo,	U.N.	Report	Says,”	New	York	Times,	
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/02/19/world/middleeast/erik-prince-libya-embargo.html.	
54	Tara	Copp.	(2018).	“Here’s	the	Blueprint	for	Erik	Prince’s	$5	Billion	Plan	to	Privatize	the	Afghanistan	War,”	
Military	Times,	https://www.militarytimes.com/news/your-military/2018/09/05/heres-the-blueprint-for-
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A.C.	Thompson,	“Private	Contractors	and	Torture	at	Abu	Ghraib,”	CorpWatch,	
https://corpwatch.org/article/private-contractors-and-torture-abu-ghraib.	
56	Commission	on	Wartime	Contracting,	(p.	78).	
57	“Aumentum	Closes	Dyncorp	International	Acquisition.”	(2020).	
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58	U.S.	Department	of	Justice.	(2016).	“United	States	Files	Suit	Against	DynCorp	International	Alleging	
Submission	of	False	Claims	Under	State	Department	Contract	https://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/united-states-
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Claims	Act	lawsuit	which	alleged	that	DynCorp	submitted	inflated	charges	to	INL	for	work	
done	under	the	Iraqi	police	contract.60		
	
	 In	Afghanistan,	DynCorp	was	a	primary	contractor	on	a	$20	billion	State	
Department	program	to	train	and	develop	the	Afghan	police	force	between	2002	and	2017.		
Although	poor	supervision	by	the	State	Department	was	a	significant	part	of	the	problem,	
DynCorp	bears	some	responsibility	for	the	failure	to	help	foster	an	effective	Afghan	police	
force	during	its	tenure	as	the	primary	trainer.	By	2010,	only	30,000	of	the	170,000	Afghans	
trained	through	the	program	were	still	on	the	police	force.61	In	addition,	only	17	percent	of	
the	districts	the	IG	reviewed	were	able	to	carry	out	law	enforcement	operations	
independently	and	Ambassador	Richard	Holbrooke	publicly	stated	that	the	Afghan	
National	Police	was	"an	inadequate	organization,	riddled	with	corruption.”62	
	
	 The	number	of	personnel	deployed,	and	the	revenues	received	by	security	and	
reconstruction	contractors	grew	dramatically	as	the	wars	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan	wore	on.		
The	Congressional	Research	Service	estimated	that	by	March	2011	there	were	more	
contractor	employees	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan	(155,000)	than	there	were	U.S.	uniformed	
military	personnel	(145,000).63	In	its	August	2011	final	report,	the	Congressionally	
mandated	Commission	on	Wartime	Contracting	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan	put	the	figure	even	
higher,	stating	that	“contractors	represent	more	than	half	of	the	U.S.	presence	in	the	
contingency	operations	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan,	at	times	employing	more	than	a	quarter-
million	people.64	
	
	 While	an	armed	contractor	with	a	background	in	the	Marines	could	earn	as	much	as	
$200,000	per	year	in	Iraq,	the	bulk	of	contractor	employees	were	foreign	workers	from	
countries	like	Nepal	or	the	Philippines	or	Iraqi	citizens.65	These	non-U.S.	personnel	
accounted	for	about	three-quarters	of	the	contractor	work	force,	and	they	were	also	the	
most	poorly	paid,	at	times	receiving	as	little	as	$3,000	per	year.66	A	2017	analysis	by	Brown	
University’s	Costs	of	War	project	documented	“abysmal	labor	conditions”	and	major	
human	rights	abuses	inflicted	on	foreign	nationals	working	on	U.S.-funded	projects	in	
Afghanistan,	as	well	as	false	imprisonment,	theft	of	wages,	and	deaths	and	injuries	in	areas	
of	conflict.67	
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	 The	number	of	contractors	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan	declined	with	the	number	of	
foreign	troops	deployed	to	these	war	zones,	although	at	a	somewhat	slower	rate.	For	
example,	by	January	2021,	there	were	roughly	2,500	troops	total	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan.	
This	is	less	than	one-tenth	of	the	number	of	contractors	employed	in	the	war	zones	at	that	
time.	As	the	Congressional	Research	Service	noted,	“For	the	fourth	quarter	of	fiscal	year	
(FY)	2020,	U.S.	Central	Command	(USCENTCOM)	reported	43,809	contractor	personnel	
working	for	DOD	within	its	area	of	responsibility,	which	included	27,388	individuals	
located	in	Afghanistan,	Iraq,	and	Syria.”68	In	conjunction	with	the	withdrawal	of	U.S.	troops	
from	Afghanistan,	the	Biden	administration	has	announced	that	U.S.-funded	private	
contractors	will	be	leaving	the	country	as	well.		
	

An	additional	cause	for	concern	is	the	post-war	drive	of	U.S.	contractors	to	seek	
more	foreign	clients.	Although	less	lucrative	than	the	flood	of	U.S.	funding	for	private	
contractors	tied	to	the	Iraq	and	Afghan	wars,	the	foreign	market	is	growing,	and	the	
activities	of	contractors	employed	in	this	fashion	has	been	deeply	disturbing.	For	example,	
a	U.S.	firm—Tier	1	Group,	which	was	founded	by	a	former	employee	of	Blackwater—	
trained	four	of	the	Saudi	operatives	involved	in	the	murder	of	U.S.-resident	Saudi	journalist	
Jamal	Khashoggi	in	an	effort	funded	by	the	Saudi	government.	As	The	New	York	Times	
noted,	“Such	issues	are	likely	to	continue	as	American	private	military	contractors	
increasingly	look	to	foreign	clients	to	shore	up	their	business	as	the	United	States	scales	
back	overseas	deployments	after	two	decades	of	war.”69	
	
Weapons	Suppliers	
	
	 The	largest	beneficiaries	of	the	post-9/11	wars	and	the	spending	increases	that	
accompanied	them	were	the	weapons	suppliers.	Lockheed	Martin,	Boeing,	Northrop	
Grumman,	Raytheon,	and	General	Dynamics	were	the	top	beneficiaries,	supplying	the	bulk	
of	the	combat	aircraft,	attack	and	transport	helicopters,	armored	vehicles,	bombs	and	
missiles	used	in	both	Iraq	and	Afghanistan.		
	
	 Due	to	a	lack	of	transparency	on	the	part	of	the	Pentagon,	it	is	not	possible	to	fully	
distinguish	between	arms	purchases	tied	directly	to	the	post-9/11	wars	versus	those	
bought	for	other	military	purposes.	But	there	are	a	number	of	indicators	that	give	a	sense	
of	the	revenues	these	arms-supplying	companies	have	reaped	from	the	wars.	
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	 Some	of	the	revenues	generated	by	the	post-9/11	military	spending	surge	were	for	
major	weapons	systems	like	combat	aircraft,	helicopters,	tanks,	and	other	armored	
vehicles.	In	addition,	a	significant	portion	of	spending	went	for	purchases	of	small	arms	and	
ammunition.	A	2016	analysis	by	the	UK-based	non-governmental	organization	Action	on	
Armed	Violence	found	that	the	Pentagon	had	issued	contracts	for	$40	billion	for	guns	and	
ammunition	between	September	2001	and	September	2015.	This	figure	included	the	
provision	of	1.45	million	guns	to	Iraq	and	Afghanistan,	part	of	a	figure	of	$2.16	billion	in	
contracts	for	small	arms	and	related	equipment	issued	to	those	two	countries	over	the	time	
period	covered	by	the	study.70	Additional	billions	were	spent	equipping	U.S.	troops	
deployed	to	these	war	zones	with	firearms	and	ammunition,	but	neither	the	Pentagon,	
Congress,	nor	independent	analysts	have	determined	an	exact	figure	for	these	additional	
expenditures.			
	
	 Armored	vehicles	were	another	major	expenditure	during	the	post-9/11	conflicts.	A	
report	by	the	Stimson	Center	found	that	the	Army	had	taken	advantage	of	the	political	
atmosphere	and	steady	flow	of	funds	generated	by	the	wars	to	buy	an	entire	new	
generation	of	armored	vehicles.	In	all,	Pentagon	spending	on	weapons	and	services	topped	
$1	trillion	between	FY2001	and	FY2010,	and	nearly	one-quarter	of	that	came	from	
supplemental	funding	meant	to	support	the	war	efforts	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan.71	
	

Box	2.	Arms	Sales	as	a	Major	Revenue	Source	
	
	 Arms	sales	have	become	an	increasingly	important	source	of	revenue	and	profits	for	
major	weapons	makers.		The	U.S.	has	had	the	largest	share	of	the	global	arms	market	for	18	
of	the	past	20	years,	and	the	most	lucrative	deals	involve	systems	like	F-16	and	F-35	
combat	aircraft	(Lockheed	Martin),	F-15	fighters	and	Apache	attack	helicopters	(Boeing),	
precision-guided	bombs	and	air-to-ground	missiles	(Raytheon),	and	missile	defense	
systems	(Raytheon	and	Lockheed	Martin).72			
	

The	biggest	and	most	controversial	market	for	U.S.	weaponry	in	recent	years	has	
been	the	Middle	East,	particularly	sales	to	countries	like	Saudi	Arabia	and	the	United	Arab	
Emirates,	which	have	been	involved	in	a	devastating	war	in	Yemen,	as	well	as	fueling	
conflicts	elsewhere	in	the	region.	While	Donald	Trump	made	the	most	noise	about	Middle	
East	sales	and	their	benefits	to	the	U.S.	economy,	the	U.S.	actually	sold	more	arms	to	Saudi	
Arabia,	on	average,	during	the	Obama	administration,	including	three	major	offers	in	2010	
that	totaled	over	$60	billion	and	included	combat	aircraft,	attack	helicopters,	armored	
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vehicles,	bombs,	missiles,	and	guns—virtually	an	entire	arsenal.73		Many	of	these	systems	
were	used	by	Saudi	Arabia	in	its	intervention	in	Yemen,	which	commenced	in	March	of	
2015	and	involved	killing	thousands	of	civilians	in	indiscriminate	air	strikes	and	imposing	
a	blockade	that	has	contributed	substantially	to	the	deaths	of	nearly	a	quarter	of	a	million	
people	to	date.74		
	

Some	major	firms	have	developed	a	significant	financial	dependency	on	foreign	
arms	sales.	For	example,	because	of	Lockheed	Martin’s	prominent	place	in	the	global	
market	for	combat	aircraft,	foreign	arms	sales	account	for	a	significant	share	of	the	
company’s	revenues	and	profits.	In	2019,	37	percent	of	the	sales	of	Lockheed	Martin’s		
Aeronautics	division—by	far	the	largest	part	of	the	company—were	international	sales.75	
Based	on	its	F-35	foreign	sales,	this	share	may	increase	once	2020	figures	are	available.	
Boeing	and	Raytheon	Technologies	have	significant	commercial	as	well	as	military	exports,	
so	it	is	harder	to	gauge	their	levels	of	dependence	on	foreign	arms	sales.	But	prior	to	its	
merger	with	United	Technologies,	the	CEO	of	Raytheon	indicated	that	sales	to	Saudi	Arabia	
alone	accounted	for	roughly	5	percent	of	the	company’s	revenue.76	Arms	sales	contracts	
between	U.S.	firms	and	foreign	clients	are	likely	to	rise	in	the	next	few	years	on	the	strength	
of	deals	made	in	2020,	when	the	U.S.	made	a	near	record	$110.9	billion	in	offers	under	the	
Foreign	Military	Sales	(FMS)	program,	a	government-to-government	arms	sales	channel	
that	accounts	for	the	bulk	of	major	U.S.	arms	sales.77			
	 	

As	with	other	military	programs	undertaken	since	9/11,	there	was	considerable	
fraud	in	the	supply	of	weaponry	to	U.S.	and	allied	forces.	Perhaps	the	most	egregious	
example	was	the	infamous	“war	dogs”	case,	which	was	memorialized	in	both	a	book	and	a	
Hollywood	movie.	The	saga	began	in	2007,	when	the	DoD	awarded	AEY	Inc.	a	$298	million	
contract	to	supply	the	Afghan	military	and	police	forces	with	munitions.78	Efraim	Diveroli	
was	the	22-year-old	president	of	AEY	when	the	company	was	awarded	the	contract	to	
serve	as	the	primary	ammunition	supplier	for	the	Afghan	army	and	police.79	A	large	
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amount	of	the	ammunition	AEY	provided	was	decades	old	and	from	former	Eastern	Bloc	
countries.	Much	of	the	ammunition	was	in	very	poor	condition	and	unreliable.	Most	
notably,	the	ammunition	that	AEY	bought	in	large	quantities	from	depots	in	Albania	was	
incredibly	volatile.	The	company	did	almost	nothing	to	test	the	performance	and	safety	of	
the	rounds.80	
	

Tens	of	millions	of	the	cartridges	AEY	sold	were	manufactured	in	China	and	given	to	
Albania	during	the	Cold	War.	Because	of	this,	selling	the	Chinese-produced	ammunition	
violated	a	U.S.	arms	embargo	as	well	as	a	clause	in	AEY’s	contract	that	banned	purchasing	
ammunition	produced	by	the	Chinese	military	establishment.81	While	AEY	knew	that	it	was	
illegal	to	sell	the	Chinese	ammunition	that	it	bought	from	the	Albanian	Ministry	of	Defense	
through	a	middleman,	the	company	attempted	to	hide	the	fact	that	it	was	produced	in	
China	in	order	to	increase	its	profits.82	AEY	officials	Efraim	Diveroli,	Ralph	Merrill,	Alex	
Podrizki,	and	David	Packouz	were	all	indicted	and	charged	with	fraud	and	conspiracy	by	
the	Department	of	Justice	in	2008.83	Diveroli	pleaded	guilty	to	conspiracy	in	2009	and	was	
sentenced	by	a	judge	to	four	years	in	prison.84	Packouz	and	Podrizki	also	pled	guilty	in	
2009.	
	
Keeping	the	Funds	Flowing:	China	as	The	New	Rationale	for	Massive	Pentagon	Outlays	
	
	 As	the	U.S.	has	reduced	the	size	of	its	military	footprint	in	Iraq	and	Afghanistan—	
relying	more	heavily	on	deployments	of	smaller	units	of	Special	Forces,	training	of	allied	
militaries,	and	arms	transfers	to	exert	military	influence—exaggerated	estimates	of	the	
military	challenges	posed	by	China	have	become	the	new	rationale	of	choice	in	arguments	
for	keeping	the	Pentagon	budget	at	historically	high	levels.85		Overseas	military	
engagements	will	meanwhile	continue	to	be	a	source	of	ample	profits	for	contractors	of	all	
types,	given	that	the	U.S.	military	will	still	be	involved	in	counterterrorism	operations	in	
over	85	nations;	will	maintain	hundreds	of	overseas	military	bases;	is	engaged	in	
significant	new	base	construction	in	a	number	of	areas	including	Guam	and	the	Marianas;	
and	will	continue	to	serve	as	the	world’s	largest	weapons-supplying	nation,	with	over	$110	
billion	in	arms	sales	offers	under	the	U.S.	government’s	Foreign	Military	Sales	program	in	
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2020	alone.86	But	claims	about	China’s	rise	and	the	need	for	a	robust	military	response	are	
now	dominating	the	budget	debate	in	Washington.	
	
	 The	most	recent	surge	in	concern	about	Chinese	military	power	was	sparked	by	the	
Pentagon’s	2018	National	Defense	Strategy,	which	targeted	“great	power	rivalry”	as	the	
greatest	threat	to	U.S.	security	and	global	influence.87	The	NDS	was	followed	a	year	later	by	
the	Congressionally	mandated	National	Defense	Strategy	Commission,	which	rang	an	even	
louder	alarm	bell	about	the	purported	threat	from	China	and	proposed	3	to	5	percent	
annual	growth	in	the	Pentagon	budget	to	address	it.	These	threats	were	touted,	alongside	
rather	than	instead	of	existing	perceived	challenges	like	global	terrorism	and	regional	
powers	like	North	Korea	and	Iran.88	Nine	of	the	12	members	of	the	commission	had	direct	
or	indirect	ties	to	the	arms	industry,	a	reality	that	no	doubt	had	some	influence	over	their	
deliberations	and	conclusions.89	The	3	to	5	percent	growth	rate	has	become	a	mantra	of	
Pentagon	budget	hawks	like	Sen.	James	Inhofe	(R-OK),	the	ranking	Republican	on	the	
Senate	Armed	Services	Committee,	deployed	relentlessly	as	a	critique	of	the	Biden	
administration’s	more	than	ample	proposal	of	over	$750	billion	for	national	defense—the	
Pentagon	plus	nuclear	weapons	development	work	at	the	Department	of	Energy—which,	
as	noted	above,	is	one	of	the	highest	levels	since	World	War	II.90	
	
	 The	China	threat	argument	has	been	utilized	to	justify	the	quest	for	a	350	ship	
Navy—up	from	about	300	ships	currently;	major	Air	Force	purchases	like	a	new	bomber	
and	the	F-35	combat	aircraft;	the	Pentagon’s	$1.5	trillion,	three	decades-long	proposed	
nuclear	weapons	upgrade	plan;	the	Space	Force,	a	new	branch	of	the	armed	forces;	major	
expenditures	on	missile	defense	systems;	and	large	new	investments	in	cyber	technologies	
and	tactics	(offensive	and	defensive),	unmanned	systems,	hypersonic	weapons,	and	
artificial	intelligence.	Many	of	these	initiatives	were	well	along	before	China	became	the	
primary	preoccupation	of	U.S.	military	planners,	but	the	“China	card”	has	become	the	
argument	of	choice	to	consolidate	political	support	for	these	expenditures.	The	most	likely	
impact	of	the	shift	towards	China	will	be	to	further	tighten	the	grip	of	major	weapons	
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makers	like	Northrop	Grumman,	Lockheed	Martin,	General	Dynamics,	and	Raytheon	
Technologies	on	the	Pentagon	budget.	But	there	will	still	be	opportunities	for	private	
contractors	like	Dyncorp	that	are	involved	in	training	of	foreign	military	and	police	forces,	
especially	if	the	trend	towards	deploying	fewer	U.S.	troops	in	war	zones	continues.	
	
Tools	of	Influence	
	

The	arms	industry	has	ample	tools	at	its	disposal	to	influence	decisions	over	
Pentagon	spending	going	forward.	The	industry	has	spent	$285	million	in	campaign	
contributions	since	2001,	with	a	special	focus	on	presidential	candidates,	Congressional	
leadership,	and	members	of	the	armed	services	and	appropriations	committees	in	the	
House	and	Senate—the	people	with	the	most	power	over	how	much	the	country	will	spend	
for	military	purposes.91	In	addition,	weapons	makers	have	spent	$2.5	billion	on	lobbying	
over	the	past	two	decades,	employing,	on	average,	over	700	lobbyists	per	year	over	the	
past	five	years,	more	than	one	for	every	member	of	Congress.”	92		
 

“In	addition,	weapons	makers	have	spent	$2.5	billion	on	
lobbying	over	the	past	two	decades,	employing,	on	average,	
over	700	lobbyists	per	year	over	the	past	five	years,	more	than	
one	for	every	member	of	Congress.”	93		

	
	
The	majority	of	these	lobbyists	have	passed	through	the	“revolving	door”	from	jobs	in	
Congress,	the	Pentagon,	the	National	Security	Council	or	other	key	agencies	involved	in		
determining	the	size	and	scope	of	the	annual	budget	for	national	defense.94	These	revolving	
door	hires	use	their	connections	to	their	former	colleagues	in	government	to	advocate	for	
their	corporate	employers,	often	to	good	effect	(from	the	standpoint	of	the	arms	industry).		
A	report	by	the	Project	on	Government	Oversight	found	that	there	were	645	instances	of	
the	top	20	defense	contractors	hiring	“former	senior	government	officials,	military	officers,	
Members	of	Congress,	and	senior	legislative	staff	as	lobbyists,	board	members,	or	senior	
executives”	in	2018	alone.95	In	addition	to	having	the	inside	track	on	influencing	decision	
making	on	defense,	government	personnel	who	pass	through	the	revolving	door	may	give	
special	treatment	to	contractors	while	they	are	still	in	government,	in	hopes	of	landing	
lucrative	positions	with	a	defense	contractor	upon	retirement	from	government	service.	
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To	cite	just	one	of	scores	of	examples,	former	head	of	the	Joint	Chiefs	of	Staff	Gen.	
Joseph	Dunford,	who	was	a	major	booster	of	Lockheed	Martin’s	troubled	F-35	combat	
aircraft,	joined	the	company’s	board	just	four	months	after	leaving	the	military.96	These	
kinds	of	interactions	raise	serious	questions	about	whether	special	interests	or	the	national	
interest	have	the	greater	sway	in	determining	U.S.	defense	policies	and	procurement	
choices.	

	
It’s	important	to	note	that	the	revolving	door	swings	both	ways.		Not	only	do	former	

government	personnel	go	into	industry,	but	industry	personnel	frequently	take	influential	
positions	in	government.	For	example,	four	of	the	past	five	U.S.	Secretaries	of	Defense	came	
from	one	of	the	top	five	arms	contractors:			

	

“For	example,	four	of	the	past	five	U.S.	Secretaries	of	Defense	
came	from	one	of	the	top	five	arms	contractors”			

	
former	Trump	administration	secretaries	of	defense	James	Mattis	(board	member	at	
General	Dynamics),	Patrick	Shanahan	(executive	at	Boeing),	Mark	Esper	(head	of	
government	relations	at	Raytheon)	and	Biden	administration	defense	secretary	Lloyd	
Austin	(board	member	of	Raytheon	Technologies).97			

	
Defense	contractors	also	exert	significant	influence	by	funding	well-known	think	

tanks	that	advocate	for	higher	Pentagon	budgets	without	highlighting	the	monied	interests	
pushing	that	viewpoint	forward.	A	report	by	the	Center	for	International	Policy	found	that	
America’s	top	50	think	tanks	received	one	billion	dollars	from	weapons	firms	or	the	U.S.	
government	from	2014	to	2019,	and	this	is	just	the	tip	of	the	iceberg.98	Major	think	tanks	
receiving	large	amounts	of	contractor	funding	include	the	Center	for	a	New	American	
Security	(CNAS),	the	Center	for	Strategic	and	International	Studies	(CSIS),	and	the	Heritage	
Foundation.99	Smaller	think	tanks	like	the	Lexington	Institute	and	the	National	Institute	of	
Public	Policy	(NIPP)—which	fall	outside	of	the	top	50—get	major	funding	from	firms	like	
Boeing,	Lockheed	Martin,	and	Northrop	Grumman	while	providing	a	megaphone	for	
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industry-friendly	positions	on	everything	from	the	naval	buildup	to	purchases	of	the	F-35	
to	nuclear	weapons	policy.			

	
Contractor-affiliated	individuals	are	also	well	represented	in	key	government	

advisory	bodies.	For	example,	as	noted	above,	the	majority	of	members	of	the	National	
Defense	Strategy	Commission	(NDSC),	a	Congressionally	mandated	task	force	that	
evaluated	the	Pentagon’s	2018	national	defense	strategy,	had	close	ties	to	military	
contractors.100	Not	surprisingly,	the	Commission	proposed	sharp	increases	in	Pentagon	
spending—3	to	5	percent	per	year	above	inflation—an	approach	that	would	push	Pentagon	
spending	well	above	$1	trillion	before	the	end	of	this	decade.101	

	
Box	3.	Recommendations	

	
	 Reining	in	excess	profits	for	weapons	contractors,	preventing	waste,	fraud	and	
abuse,	and	increasing	transparency	and	accountability	over	private	firms	involved	in	
conducting	or	preparing	for	war	involves	three	major	types	of	initiatives.			
	

The	first	is	reducing	spending	on	war	and	preparations	for	war	in	line	with	a	more	
modern,	realistic	defense	strategy.	A	new	strategy	should	increase	the	role	of	diplomacy,	
focus	on	emerging	and	persistent	non-military	security	challenges,	and	reduce	direct	and	
indirect	foreign	military	interventions	of	the	type	the	United	States	has	engaged	in	Iraq,	
Afghanistan,	Syria,	Somalia,	Yemen	and	so	many	places	beyond.	The	Center	for	
International	Policy’s	Sustainable	Defense	Task	Force	has	outlined	an	approach	that	could	
save	over	$1.2	trillion	over	the	next	decade	by	adopting	a	more	realistic	approach	to	the	
challenges	posed	by	Russia	and	China;	relying	more	on	allies	to	address	security	risks	in	
their	own	regions;	pursuing	diplomatic	solutions	to	actual	and	potential	nuclear	
proliferation	in	Iran	and	North	Korea;	rolling	back	the	Pentagon’s	$1.7	trillion,	three	decade	
long	nuclear	rearmament	program;	and	cutting	excess	bureaucracy,	including	reducing	the	
Pentagon’s	employment	of	over	600,000	private	contract	personnel.102	
	
	 The	second	approach	to	curbing	excess	contract	spending	is	more	rigorous	
monitoring	and	regulation,	including	strengthening	the	role	of	inspectors	general,	auditors,	
and	contracting	officers	in	rooting	out	corruption	and	negotiating	fair	prices	with	corporate	
suppliers	of	everything	from	spare	parts	to	finished	weapons	systems;	and	increasing	
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transparency	in	Pentagon	spending,	including	getting	the	department’s	financial	house	in	
order	so	that	it	can	finally	pass	an	audit.103	
	
	 Last,	but	not	least,	are	measures	to	reduce	the	political	power	of	arms	
manufacturers,	including	reforming	public	financing	of	elections	and	other	initiatives	to	
reduce	the	value	of	private	money	in	the	political	process,	and	curbs	on	the	revolving	door	
between	government	and	industry.	Revolving	door	reforms	should	include	imposing	longer	
cooling	off	periods	between	government	service	and	employment	in	the	arms	industry,	
closing	loopholes	in	current	laws,	and	increasing	detailed	reporting	on	revolving	door	
employment	and	the	post-government	activities	of	personnel	who	move	from	Congress,	the	
Pentagon,	and	other	key	agencies	to	positions	in	the	defense	sector.104	In	addition,	think	
tanks	should	be	transparent	about	funding	sources	and	identify	potential	conflicts	of	
interest	tied	to	corporate	donations.105	
	

Reducing	the	profits	of	war	ultimately	depends	on	reducing	the	resort	to	war	in	the	
first	place.	Likewise,	making	war	less	profitable	decreases	the	incentive	to	go	to	war.	Given	
the	immense	financial	and	human	costs	of	America’s	post-9/11	wars—and	the	negative	
security	consequences	generated	by	many	of	these	conflicts—adopting	a	new,	less	
militarized	foreign	policy	should	be	a	central	goal	of	the	public	and	policy	makers	alike.		
Recent	developments,	like	the	withdrawal	of	U.S.	troops	from	Afghanistan,	are	steps	in	the	
right	direction,	but	much	more	needs	to	be	done	to	achieve	a	policy	that	prioritizes	
diplomacy	over	war	and	preparations	for	war	and	holds	accountable	those	who	engage	in	
criminal	conduct	and/or	profiteering.	 
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